A Roman tomb near Taiyasir
From: The second volume of the *Survey of Western Palestine*, p. 245
(drawing by G. Stackford)
Taiyasir (on SWP map: Taiasir)

Israel grid: 1875 1942
UTM grid: 7255 5809
Elevation: 300 m a.s.l., l.s.a.
Name type: appears on map, but not as historical site
Site type: medium sized ruin and Arab village
Area: 10 dunams (2.5 acres)
Topography: ridge edge and valley edge
Rock type: Judah formation

Soil type: terra rossa and Mediterranean brown forest soil; quality: 8
Cultivation: none
Cisterns: 30
Nearest water source: spring (‘Ain el-Mayatteh, no. 86), 6 km distant
Nearest road: Tubas – Meholah (B8), passes by site
Visibility: 5
Dec. 7, 1980; 32 shards

A small Arab village between Tubas Valley and Upper Wadi Malih. The ancient pass and the new road from the Tubas Valley to the Jordan pass inside the village. The ancient core, relatively small in area, is on the elongated ridge

125. The village of Taiyasir, looking north. The road in the center runs from Tubas to the Jordan Valley. The ancient core is in the center of the village, and the hills of Miqwaq and Wadi Taiyasir are at left. Winter 1994.